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Strong interest in New England hotel
assets drives ASPR above national average
NewEnglandHotelRealty(NEHR),
powered by the global market intelligence of Lodging Econometrics (LE),
recently reported that the United States
Hotel Construction Pipeline totaled
5,255 Projects/636,274 Rooms, rising
4%Year-Over-Year (YOY). This is the
highest level since the peak of 5,883
Projects/785,547 Rooms recorded
in Q208. Although the Pipeline has
accelerated at a decelerating pace
over the past several quarters, we
expect modest growth to continue
through 2018.
In New England, the hotel construction pipeline currently consists
of 156 Projects/20,770 Rooms and
is up slightly YOY (See Chart 1).
Upper Midscale projects dominate the
N.E. pipeline, comprising 43% of all
projects. Of these, 15 projects/1,703
Rooms are Hampton Inns, which is
also the brand with the most projects
in the pipeline across N.E. NEHR
forecasts that 36 hotels with 4,665
rooms will open in N.E. by the end of
2018 for a room supply growth rate of
2.2%. In 2019, 29 hotels with 3,653
new rooms are expected to open for
a growth rate of 1.7%.
The majority of New England’s construction pipeline is in Massachusetts,
which has 87 Projects/13,304 Rooms.
The largest project is the Omni Seaport
Hotel in Boston which is currently
scheduled to start construction in
the next 12 months and is expected
to open in March of 2021. The hotel
will have 1,054 rooms, 120,000 s/f of
meeting/event space and an 8,500 s/f
spa. Massachusetts is also forecasted
to have the most new hotel openings in
2018 and 2019 with 26 Projects/3,491
Rooms and 15 Projects/2,218 Rooms,
respectively. New developments have
also continued to enter the N.E. pipeline as projects in the Early Planning
stage are up 21% YOY.
Hotel owners with assets in New
England should look closely at their
portfolios to determine how their
assets stand to perform against the
new supply coming in or already under
construction in their markets.
New England Lodging
Transaction Values
In Q118, there were 8 lodging
transactions in New England with a
price reported in the public domain
(See Chart 2). Six of these properties
were in Massachusetts, one was in
Rhode Island and the other was in
New Hampshire. The average selling
price per room (ASPR) of those assets
was $190,499, significantly above
the national average of $156,353.
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For sales transactions with a price
reported into the public domain, the
320-room Marriott Hotel Newport
in Newport, R.I. sold for highest
amount so far this year. It sold for
$88 million in February, which is an
ASPR of $275,000.
Nationally, last year represented
one of the lowest total transaction
years in recent memory. Only 861
properties with a reported selling
price were sold in the U.S. in 2017;
whereas in 2016, 1,053 properties
with a reported selling price were sold.
Why the low transaction volume?
In 2017, high occupancies and
ADR’s led owners to hold onto their
assets. However, owners have begun
to report that their operating performance, ADR and RevPAR have
leveled off, and in some cases, have
begun to decline. NEHR has noticed
a considerable spike in the number
of hotel owners who contacted us
requesting consultations in anticipation of selling.
Investor interest for New England
hotel assets continues to remain high
due to various factors including: the
low cost of capital, the low availability of assets on the market to meet

investor demand, and the diverse
economic demand generators in New
England. NEHR has a substantial
and continuously growing roster
of pre-qualified investors who are
interested in acquiring hotel assets
in New England now.
If you are interested in acquiring
or disposing of hotel assets, or if
you would like to be notified when
an asset meeting your acquisition
specifications becomes available for
sale, please contact us or register on
our website: newenglandhotelrealty.
com/register.
For more than 40 years, NEHR
has been the leading hotel real estate
firm in New England. Powered by an
arrangement with our sister company
Lodging Econometrics (LE), the
global provider of hotel real estate
intelligence, we pride ourselves on
providing our clients with exceptional
brokerage services. Utilizing LE’s
intelligence, NEHR has advised an
extensive number of buyers and sellers on the disposition and acquisition
of lodging assets, property valuations,
asset management services, and the
forecasting of future supply/demand
trends in any market.
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